SELECT YOUR PACKAGE

Package A $275.95
1 Rental Roseman Gown
1 Keeper Cap or TAM
1 Roseman Color Tassel
1 Roseman Stole
1 Roseman Hood Velvet-Provided by RU
40 Custom Announcements with Name and degree (2 envelopes per announcement)
30 Finishing Touch Inserts
40 Roseman Custom Envelope Seals
1 Roseman Keepsake Announcement Cover
1 Roseman Souvenir Tassel
5 Roseman Note Cards
1 Diploma Frame Included
Select Any Style A or B

Add These Discounted Items to Your Package
- Add 2nd Frame A or B $99.95
- Roseman Tassel in RU colors $15.95
- Stole for Family & Friends $24.95
- Add 2nd Hood Velvet $199.95

Package B $199.95
1 Rental Roseman Gown
1 Keeper Cap or TAM
1 Roseman Color Tassel
1 Roseman Stole
1 Roseman Hood Velvet-Provided by RU
30 Custom Announcements with Name and degree (2 envelopes per announcement)
30 Finishing Touch Inserts
30 Roseman Custom Envelope Seals
1 Roseman Keepsake Announcement Cover
1 Roseman Souvenir Tassel
5 Roseman Note Cards

Add These Discounted Items to Your Package
- Add Frame A $79.95
- Roseman Tassel in RU colors $15.95
- Stole for Family & Friends $24.95
- Add 2nd Hood Velvet $199.95

Economy C $169.95
1 Rental Roseman Gown
1 Keeper Cap or TAM
1 Roseman Color Tassel
1 Roseman Stole
1 Roseman Hood Velvet-Provided by RU
20 Custom Announcements with Name and degree (2 envelopes per announcement)
20 Finishing Touch Inserts
20 Roseman Custom Envelope Seals
1 Roseman Keepsake Announcement Cover
1 Roseman Souvenir Tassel
5 Roseman Note Cards

Add These Discounted Items to Your Package
- Add Frame A $79.95
- Roseman Tassel in RU colors $15.95
- Stole for Family & Friends $24.95
- Add 2nd Hood Velvet $199.95

PACKAGE ADD-ONS & INDIVIDUAL PRICES

Announcements with 2 envelopes $12.95 $30.00 $46.00 $62.00 $78.00
Personalized Card Name & Degree $25.00 $40.00 $55.00 $70.00 $85.00
Roseman Finishing Touch Inserts $30.00 $40.00 $50.00 $60.00 $70.00
Roseman Envelope Seals $10.00 $20.00 $30.00 $40.00 $50.00
Roseman Keepsake Announcement Cover $20.00 $25.00 $30.00 $35.00 $40.00
Roseman Souvenir Tassel $13.95 $25.00 $37.50 $49.50
Roseman Note Card $14.95 $25.00 $37.50 $49.50

CAP AND GOWN ITEMS INDIVIDUAL PRICES

Roseman Gowns $169.95
- Custom Cap and Gown (Purchased) $169.95
- Rental Cap and Gown $49.95
- Rental Master Robe $9.95
- Rental Bachelor Robe $24.95
- Additional Hood $99.95
Roseman Fitted Cap OR TAM $19.95
Roseman Degree Color Tassel $19.95
Roseman Stole $19.95
Roseman Frames (Package Savings up to 30%) $19.95

TOTAL

ONLINE ORDERING AT: HJGRAD.COM

Package A $275.95
Package B $199.95
Package C $169.95
Diploma Frame in Package $99.95
Style A $79.95 Style B $99.95
Roseman Stole $24.9
Roseman Souvenir Tassel $15.95
Roseman Grad Ring $239.95

Individual Retail Price or Add to Pkg.

Subtotal $169.95
Sales Tax UT 6.86% NV 8.1% $10.44
Subtotal $180.39

Order Total $180.39

Don’t Forget Your Custom Graduation Ring
White Ultrim Metal $329.95

Rep Name ____________________________
Cash Amount ____________________________
Check # ____________________________
Credit Card Type ____________________________

Don’t Forget Your Custom Graduation Ring
White Ultrim Metal $329.95

.Check here